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FCS Lesson Plans: TEACHER GUIDE

Pork Sandwiches/Wraps

Grade Levels:  Middle School, High School

National FCS Standards:
• Demonstrate professional skills for a variety of cooking terms.
• Prepare sandwiches using safe handling and professional preparation techniques.
• Critique the selection of foods to promote a healthy lifestyle.

Objectives: Students will
• compare and contrast Wisconsin farmer’s philosophies and work standards.
• use technology as a tool to research, organize, evaluate and communicate information.
• develop working knowledge of food preparation terms.
• prepare pork sandwich.
• manage time and work as a cooperative group to complete sandwich presentation on time.

21st Century Skills: Use and manage information

Resources:
• Farmers Feed Us online video: http://www.farmersfeedus.org/wi/pork/7 to view Shannon Wolf segment 

(Adobe Flash player required) 
• Food Preparation Terms ANSWER KEY
• What Exactly Is A Sandwich online video at https://www.neatorama.com/2011/10/11/what-exactly-is-a-sandwich/
• Lazy Man’s Pork Barbecue online video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N3AUanJ_1w0 
• Anatomy of a Sandwich project information
• Anatomy of a Sandwich Assessment – display board or poster option
• Anatomy of a Sandwich Rubric – brochure option
• Computer, printer, digital camera
• Poster board, markers, glue, etc. for creating display board or poster option
• Activities to Enhance Learning

• I Have, Who Has cards with Food Prep Terms
• We Care Video
• Following Recipes activity
• Take Your Recipe Home 
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Day 1   Previous lessons regarding garnishing, food prep techniques, MyPlate, plus safety & sanitation procedures 
when cooking will be helpful for students.

Introduction (15 minutes) Where does pork come from? How can we as consumers be confident that quality 
standards are being followed throughout each stage of production? Shannon Wolf, WI pork producer, shares his 
story. Locate the online video at http://www.farmersfeedus.org/wi/pork/7.  Record Shannon’s information in the left 
circle of the Venn diagram.

This series of videos entitled Farmers Feeds Us illustrates farmer’s:
• dedication to growing safe food
• raising healthy crops and livestock 
• protecting and serving the land.

Then click on one or two other Wisconsin farmers and watch their videos (2 minutes each), recording their info in 
the right circle of Venn diagram.  The center of the Venn diagram will be for what these farmers have in common.  
Discuss as a class.  

Recipes (5 minutes) What does a recipe tell you? Although recipes are written differently, most have the same 
basic information. Distribute copies of pork sandwich recipes.

Discuss what basic information all recipes should include.
• Ingredients and amounts
• Any pre-preparation needed (i.e. cheese needing to be shredded before measuring)
• Preparation steps
• Temperature and time of cooking
• Yield – the amount the recipe makes
• Information about nutrients and calories – not all recipes provide this.

Students review recipes and indicate what is, and is not included. What are other types of info that would be 
helpful for recipes to include?  (i.e. prep time, cooking time, needed equipment)
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FCS Lesson Plans: TEACHER GUIDE

Pork Sandwiches/Wraps

Food Preparation Terms (10 minutes) Distribute food preparation term list and students record definitions in 
their own words.  Students go through recipes and underline food prep terms.  The I Have, Who Has activity (see 
optional lesson enhancements) enables students to review definitions.

What is a Sandwich? (5 minutes) Google “what is a sandwich” and go to What Exactly Is A Sandwich which 
is part of Neatorama Stuff site.  Students investigate the variety of sandwich definitions – ranging from “2 pieces 
of bread with filling, no variation” to “protein wrapped in a carb”.  Sandwiches have four basic parts – list on easel 
and have students brainstorm list for each heading:

• Bountiful Breads & WOW Wrappers
• Fabulous Fillings
• Super Spreads
• Excellent Extras (pickles, hot peppers, more fresh veggies, pesto sauce).

Do you consider burritos, tacos, and spring rolls as sandwiches? They are – if you define a sandwich as any filling 
put in or on some kind of bread or other wrapper. How many of these sandwich variations from around the world 
have you tried?

• A gyro is a Greek sandwich.  It’s a mixture of seasoned cooked lamb, chopped tomato, and cucumber-
yogurt dressing stuffed in a pita pocket.

• Calzone originated in Italy.  It’s a handheld variation of pizza – the dough is folded over the fillings and 
sealed.

• Spring rolls from China are made with assorted vegetables, meat, poultry, or seafood rolled in a pastry 
wrapper.

• Empanada, from Spain and South America, is a single-serving turnover.  It’s made with a pastry crust 
enclosing a meat and vegetable filling.  A similar food from England is called a Cornish pasty.

Lazy Mans Pork Barbecue Sandwiches (5 minutes) Watch online video entitled Lazy Mans Pork 
Barbecue Sandwiches (length 2:07) at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N3AUanJ_1w0. Discuss why slow 
cooker was used with this cut of pork, seasonings used, and how this recipe could be used at school with 
45-minute class periods.

Days 2–5
Anatomy of a Sandwich Introduce Anatomy of a Sandwich project – use handout provided. Establish timeline 
for project – show where resources are located for this project. Indicate when computer lab will be available for 
students.  Demonstrate or illustrate possible formats for nutrition chart.
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Anatomy of a Sandwich
The project will enable you to demonstrate your knowledge of eating healthy, following your plans and making a 
pork sandwich plus creating a visual (poster/display board/tri-fold brochure).

Day 1 of Project – Students pair up with partner.
1. Select pork sandwich recipe – investigate “why” this is healthy
2. Sketch the visual (3 options listed above) with the following information:  

title
copy of recipe
nutrition table
explain why sandwich is healthy choice
allow space for digital picture of sandwich
lunch menu with sandwich following MyPlate menu plan.  

Lunch should provide between 500 to 700 calories. Watch demo or look at samples of nutrition tables in 
classroom. Share your sketch of visual with teacher and get his/her signature to begin creating visual.

Nutrient table may look like this:

Calories 505

Protein 13 grams

Fat 28 grams

Sodium 1177 mg

Cholesterol 35 mg

Saturated Fat 9 grams

Carbohydrates 44 grams

Fiber 4 grams

Students need to correlate the nutrients listed in their table to what these nutrients do for the body. This would be 
part of the lab groups responding to “why sandwich is a healthy choice”. Also may include the daily allowance for 
nutrient – for example, how much protein ought we consume daily.

Day 2 of Project
1. Continue to create visual.
2. Create time plan and equipment list for sandwich lab – use form provided.
3. Complete supply list with amounts.  Divide up needed supplies – each student brings some of the ingredients.
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FCS Lesson Plans: TEACHER GUIDE

Pork Sandwiches/Wraps

Day 3 of Project – Investigate how to garnish sandwich being made. Take into consideration the lunch menu 
you have planned. Here are some garnish suggestions* based on color. These may also be good additions to 
complete the MyPlate menu plan.

Red - Beets, cherries, cranberries, jelly, pimento, radishes, strawberries, tomatoes.
Green - Asparagus, celery, gherkins, green peppers, lettuce, olives, parsley, pepper grass, pickles, watercress.
Yellow - Cheese, egg yolk, grated lemon rind, pears.
Orange - Apricot, grated orange rind, peaches, pimento cheese.
Black - Prunes, pickled walnuts, ripe olives.
White - Cottage cheese, cream cheese, cucumbers, white cabbage.
Brown - Dates, figs, potato chips.
*Garnishing Suggestions: Nancy Merwin, Cuba City High School, WI, June 2012

Complete any pre-preparation that needs to take place prior to day of sandwich preparation. Investigate how to 
set table for lunch. Review visual with teacher. Prepare introduction to use when presenting plated sandwich to 
teacher/other adult.

FCS teacher may invite other staff and/or community members in to dine with students and evaluate their 
sandwich anatomy. The Q & A session could be an interview format.

Day 4 of Project
1. Prepare sandwich and take digital picture.
2. Set table, present sandwich and visual to teacher/other adult with introduction.
3. Eat and clean kitchen.  
4. Print picture – attach to visual or insert into your brochure document.
5. Set up visual next to one place setting in your kitchen on the counter.
6. Self-assess your project using either rubric (brochure) or evaluation (poster or display board) form provided.  

Discuss with teacher.
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Anatomy of a Sandwich Evaluation – Poster / Display Board Option
Poster /  Board – complete recipe, easy to read

       5       4       3.5       2       1

Poster / Board – lunch menu follows MyPlate

       5       4       3.5       2       1

Poster / Board – nutrition chart, “why” healthy

       5       4       3.5       2       1

Division of Tasks – fair and equitable

       5       4       3.5       2       1

Time Plan – complete and realistic

       5       4       3.5       2       1

Equipment list – complete

       5       4       3.5       2       1

Garnish – planned, colorful, edible, fresh

       5       4       3.5       2       1

Table setting

       5       4       3.5       2       1

Followed sequence of recipe

       5       4       3.5       2       1

Sandwich – looks appetizing, flavorful, fresh

       5       4       3.5       2       1

Total Points Available = 50

Total Points Earned = _______

What did we do very well – be specific about steps.

What could have been improved if we made this 
sandwich again in class?

What are the two most important lessons we learned 
from this project that we can apply to the next class 
when we are cooking?

What could happen when you are unfamiliar with a 
cooking term in a recipe?  Give specific answer.

How can this sandwich recipe be improved – format, 
how it is written, etc.?

How can this sandwich be made healthier to eat?
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Pork Sandwich Rubric – Brochure Option

CONTENT 0-2 3-4 5
Which recipe did you 

select?
Recipe title Recipe title

Ingredients 
Recipe title 
Ingredients

Steps

How Healthy is your 
sandwich?

Doesn’t cover Weak or mediocre reason 
of healthiness

Full explanation of  “why” 
this is healthy

What are the Nutrients  
in your product?

• Macro-nutrients
• Vitamins
• Minerals

List 3-5 nutrients List 3-5 nutrients with 
their amounts

(Weight Or  %RDA)

List 6-9 nutrients and their 
amounts 

(Weight & %RDA)

How can other foods 
create a balanced meal 

with this product?

Mention no other foods Add some foods to the 
sandwich to fill “MyPlate”, 

but don’t include the 
calorie count

Add other foods to 
complete a lunch menu 
according to MyPlate 

model between 500-700 
calories. 

Did you share any 
pictures, charts or 

graphs?

Digital picture of sandwich Digital picture of sandwich, 
plus 1 Picture, chart or 

graph

Digital picture of sandwich 
plus, 1-2 other pictures, 

charts or graphs

What is appearance of 
your product?

Very simple, not very 
interesting

Busy or sloppy Eye catching and 
interesting

Rubric = 30 points    My Score  =_______         
Source:  Nancy Merwin, Cuba City High School, WI, June 2012
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OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES TO ENHANCE LEARNING
I Have, Who Has Card Game Students review their knowledge of food preparation terms by using this 
activity.  See separate file for cards and instructions.

Creating Additional I Have, Who Has Cards To create additional I Have, Who Has cards utilize 
templates located at http://www.brendenisteaching.com/gen/myloops/

WE CARE America’s pork producers supply the highest quality and safest pork in the world. U. S.  
farmers have earned the trust of generations of consumers by delivering on their promise to produce pork 
responsibly. Have students go online to www.PorkCares.org and navigate through the various pages to read about 
today’s farming practices. Possible discussion questions:

• What are the six WE CARE ethical principles?
• How has raising pigs changed over the years?
• What do farmers do to maintain their quality standards on the farm?
• What tools or technology do farmers have available today to help raise healthy pigs?
• How do farmers practice good stewardship of land and resources?
• What are examples of modern farming practices that have helped improve pig health and minimize food 

safety threats?

Following Recipes Have you ever made chili that was too spicy or cookies that burned? What happened? 
Beginning cooks may make mistakes, but they can be successful if they follow recipes carefully. Which of these 
ideas would be helpful to beginning cooks?

• Combine 2 or 3 recipes together    (no)
• Read recipe before you start – find out the meaning of unfamiliar terms   (yes)
• When no steps or directions are provided mix ingredients together in the order listed  (no)
• Gather all ingredients and equipment before starting   (yes)
• Measure when time permits  (no)
• If you are missing an ingredient substitute with a similar ingredient  (no)
• Use size of pans named in the recipe or a similar size (no)
• Leave out ingredients you don’t like  (no)
• Beginning cooks need to follow the recipe exactly   (yes)
•  Reread the recipe as you work to be sure you didn’t leave out anything   (yes)
• When short of time increase oven temperature and reduce baking time  (no)
• Check food for doneness when the timer goes off   (yes)

Take Your Recipe Home Encouraging students to take responsibility for food prep at home is a great way to 
extend their learning beyond the classroom. Teacher may explain this option and distribute the half-page activity 
where students record their experiences.
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Food Prep Terms - ANSWER KEY

Instructions: define each of these terms in your own words.  When possible provide examples of food this 
technique would be used with (i.e.  beat eggs).  

Barbeque – to slowly cook pork in an open pit, on a rotating spit, or on a grill

Bake – method of cooking pork with dry heat, usually in an oven

Baste – to lightly brush or spoon on a liquid coating to food during cooking

Beat – to make mixture smooth using a brisk stirring motion

Broil – to cook from the top using high heat

Coat – to cover with an ingredient, like cracker crumbs

Chop – to cut food into small irregular pieces, use up- and down-motion

Drain – to remove the excess liquid from an ingredient

Garnish – to add small amount of one food to another for decoration

Grill – cooking pork over direct heat using an electric, gas, or charcoal grill

Marinade – a liquid mixture that is used to add flavor to meat or vegetables

Marinate – to soak pork in a liquid before cooking to tenderize and add flavor

Preheat – to heat oven to desired cooking temperature before putting in the food

Roast – method of cooking pork with dry heat, usually in an oven

Saute’  - to fry in a small amount of fat

Shred – to cut or tear into thin pieces

Simmer – to cook at a low temperature so a mixture barely bubbles

Stewing – to brown pork slightly, cover with liquid, simmer over low heat for 1 to 3 hours

Stir – to mix ingredients using a spoon

Toast – to brown food by direct heat or in oven


